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ARYMA 31 41 51 61

Drum volume (l) 15 35 60 100

Content weight (kg)* 20 50 100 150

RPM/minute max. 1'480 980 980 740

Batches/hour max. 10 10 10 8

Drive (kW) 1.1 2.2 4.0 5.5

Heating (kW) - 3 4 6

A (mm) 674 786 945 1'057

B (mm) 826 990 1'045 1'115

C (mm) output middle **(425) 500 480 490

ø spout 2" 2,5" 2,5"

D (mm) - 2'525 2'525 2'525

E (mm) ca. 700 1'000 1'200 1'300

F (mm) drum ø 300 400 500 600

G (mm) drum height 245 300 350 410

Weight (kg) 130 250 330 410

Illustration with different options

*Drum filled to 3/4   **90° elbow
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Batch wringer ARYMA

Your benefit: 
Dry chips & oil recovery

Options include: 

- Spare drum with inox-sifter 

- Filter Bags

- Infeed hopper

- Lifting hook to digging the drum

- Electric chain hoist 

- Crane support with pivot arm

- Heating element with canal and blower 

- Adjustable drum speed

- Tank 

- Chip carriage

- pneumatic cylinder

- etc

Next step: oil filtration

Pump

Oil leak

Heating (optional)
20°C to 110°C

Gas pressure spring

Lock 
electromagnetic cover

Tank

Electric chain hoist

Lifting hook

Crane support with arm

Spare drum

Cabinet

Motor

Drum basket

ARYMA centrifuges are constructed for long lasting continous operating. The machine housing is of a robust 

design with quality steel. The Centrifuge is powered directly by a central positioned heavy duty motor. 

Used for de-oiling of metal chips and parts. Also avrasive sludge. Drying up to 1% residual moisture possible.

Other aplications: drying, rinsing, degreasing, washing, coating. We produce manuall and semi-automatic 

centrifuges. Custom - made full automatic lines are also possible. 

Custom -made features like special baskets, tanks, feeding - hopperare available upon request. 

For to symplify your production!
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